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Summary: The invention in this patent application relates to 1H-pyrrolo[3,2-b]pyridine-3-carboxamide derivatives represented generally by formula (I).

These compounds are inhibitors of DprE1 and may potentially be useful in treating Mycobacterium infections and tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease that is caused by the bacteriumMycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). The disease has caused

human suffering for centuries and remains a major health threat particularly in developed countries. The first successful treatment

was introduced in 1946 with the use of the antibiotic streptomycin. Current treatment requires isolation and administration of

multiple antibiotics for more than six months. However, there is an emerging problem with antibiotic resistance in multiple drug-

resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) infections. Thus, there is a growing and urgent unmet need for new drugs with novel mechanisms

of action; a task that requires the identification of new therapeutic targets. The FDA recently approved bedaquiline (Sirturo) to

treat multidrug-resistant tuberculosis. However, the impact of this new drug as effective treatment for TB is still to be determined.

Decaprenylphosphoryl-β-D-ribose 20-epimerase (DprE) is a heterodimeric enzyme that is composed of two proteins, DprE1 and DprE2.
DprE1 and DprE2 are key enzymes in the biosynthesis of decaprenylphosphoryl-β-D-arabinofuranose (DPA). DPA is a precursor of

mycobacterial cell wall arabinan, one of the essential Mtb cell wall components. The biosynthesis of DPA is performed via epimerization of

decaprenylphosphoryl-β-D-ribose (DPR) in a 2-stepoxidation�reduction reaction sequence (Scheme 1).Thefirst step is oxidation ofDPR

to the intermediate ketone decaprenylphosphoryl-2-keto-β-D-erythro-pentofuranose (DPX), which is accomplished by the redox cofactor

flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) together with DprE1 as a catalyst. The second step is a stereospecific reduction of the ketone DPXwith

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide redox cofactor (reduced form; NADH) in the presence of DprE2 as a catalyst to provide DPA.

Scheme 1: Biosynthesis of DPA

A very significant recent development in the battle against TB revealed the structures of nitrobenzothiazinones (BTZs) and related derivatives

that display good activities againstMycobacterium tuberculosis. Researchers have determined that these potential new drugs act by inhibiting

DprE1 and consequently inhibiting the epimerization of DPR to DPA. The discovery of these compounds and their novel mechanism of

actionhaveunderlinedDprE1 as an attractive therapeutic target to address the urgent need for the introductionof neweffective therapeutics

to treatMtb infections.While BTZs promise to be effective against TB, they are still in development, and there are no guarantees these new

leadswill become commercial drugs. Thus, there remains a need to continue to explore and discover additional compound classes ofDprE1

inhibitors such as the compounds described in this patent application to reach the urgent goal of identifying new treatments for TB.
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Important Compound Classes:

Key Structures: The inventors reported the structures of 46 examples of formula (I) including the following compounds:

Biological Assay: The inventors used the following biological assays to test the compounds of the invention:

• Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC)

• MIC for drug sensitive and single drug resistant M. tuberculosis isolates

• Method for MIC determination for other bacteria (Gram positives and negatives)

• Killing kinetics in 7H9 broth and human THP-1 macrophages

• Intracellular efficacy of 1,4-azaindoles in THP-1 macrophages

• Antimicrobial activity against hypoxia-induced nonreplicating persistent (NRP) Mtb cells

Biological Data: The minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) data for Mtb were reported for the compounds of the invention. The following table

shows the data obtained from testing the representative examples (structures above):
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